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FlashAudio U-Turn

Take your sounds outdoors 
without power lines
without batteries

without solar panels

FlashAudio U-Turn is the perfect green solution for 
presenting interpretive audio in remote locations such as 
nature trails, wildlife areas and scenic lookouts!  
Or use it indoors, where children are attracted to the talking 
interactive with crank appeal.
The unit is powered by a handcrank. Simple.  No wiring,  
no battery charging, no solar panels to install.
Mounted on a pole or wall, the interactive U-Turn will play up 
to eight MP3 audio files — messages, narratives or even 
wild animal sounds! Visitors simply select a message, turn 
the crank and listen.
FlashAudio U-Turn was designed for challenging outdoor 
environments, with durable stainless steel and plastic 
components protecting against rust, dust and heavy 
rainstorms. It is vandal-protected and water-resistant.
Sealed in an IP65 enclosure, the electronics are rated for 
temperatures from -31˚ to 149˚ F. 

FlashAudio U-Turn (U-Turn Round)  
was developed in the UK by Blackbox-AV. 

Signal-Innova is an authorized distributor  
for the United States.
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Registered Office:
25 Aberafan Road  |  Baglan Industrial Park  |  Port Talbot  |  SA12 7DJ | UK

      +44 (0)1639 767007
      +44 (0)1639 767008
     sales@blackboxav.co.uk

U-TURN ROUND 

      What is it?

      How does it work?
      

How is it fitted?
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For full details and video’s go to  blackboxav.co.uk
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The U-Turn Round is our latest self powered external 
interpretation unit.

Its designed to be used in the harsh outdoor environment and is 
therefore vandal and water resistant.

Simple...U-Select the message from the 8 available, U-Turn the 
handle round until the audio track begins to play. U-Relax and 
listen.

A great feature of the unit is that it includes playback statistics - 
which tells you the total number of times the messages have 
been played. Could you use this data to justify your spend?

U-Turn Round can be pole or wall mounted.
Post mounted, Afan River walk.

Post mounted, Baglan Trail.

       Key Features

- No mains power required
- User friendly interactive operation
- Robust stainless steel casing
- 8 re-programmable messages / sounds
- Customisable bat wings: instructions, logo etc
- 4 Volume levels
- Playback statistics
- Wall or post mounted
- Environmentally friendly
- High recyclable content
- Virtually maintenance free
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